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Abstract
Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are generative models which can learn useful rep-
resentations from samples of a dataset in an unsupervised fashion. They have been widely
employed as an unsupervised pre-training method in machine learning. RBMs have been
modified to model time series in two main ways: The Temporal RBM stacks a number
of RBMs laterally and introduces temporal dependencies between the hidden layer units;
The Conditional RBM, on the other hand, considers past samples of the dataset as a con-
ditional bias and learns a representation which takes these into account. Here we propose
a new training method for both the TRBM and the CRBM, which enforces the dynamic
structure of temporal datasets. We do so by treating the temporal models as denoising
autoencoders, considering past frames of the dataset as corrupted versions of the present
frame and minimizing the reconstruction error of the present data by the model. We call
this approach Temporal Autoencoding. This leads to a significant improvement in the per-
formance of both models in a filling-in-frames task across a number of datasets. The error
reduction for motion capture data is 56% for the CRBM and 80% for the TRBM. Taking
the posterior mean prediction instead of single samples further improves the model’s es-
timates, decreasing the error by as much as 91% for the CRBM on motion capture data.
We also trained the model to perform forecasting on a large number of datasets and have
found TA pretraining to consistently improve the performance of the forecasts. Further-
more, by looking at the prediction error across time, we can see that this improvement
reflects a better representation of the dynamics of the data as opposed to a bias towards
reconstructing the observed data on a short time scale. We believe this novel approach of
mixing contrastive divergence and autoencoder training yields better models of temporal
data, bridging the way towards more robust generative models of time series.
Keywords: Generative Models, Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Conditional
Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Autoencoder
1. Introduction
The statistical modelling of temporal data is a problem of great interest to machine learning.
Not only because of the number of data sources that are intrinsically temporal, but also
because of the growing number of applications that interact with users in real time and
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require efficient and scalable handling of large streams of temporal data. Good models of
the statistical structure of datasets are also generally thought to yield good representations
for discriminative or predictive tasks on these data. One class of statistical model which
has received a great deal of attention in the recent literature is the Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006). The Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) is
a simple graphical model which is easily trainable using contrastive divergence (CD) learning
(Carreira-Perpinan and Hinton, 2005). There are two canonical ways in which RBMs have
been extended to model temporal data: The Temporal RBM (Sutskever and Hinton, 2007);
and the Conditional RBM (Taylor et al., 2007), both of which have had notable success.
The TRBM learns temporal correlations between latent representations for each temporal
sample, while the CRBM learns a latent representation for the whole data sequence (see
section 2 below).
One marked advantage of these methods is that they allow for the generation of samples
from the learned data distribution. However, although these methods have had success
generating data from a number of data sources, they have only done so in relatively narrow
contexts. Here we improve on the training methods of temporal and conditional RBMs to
allow for better and more robust generation from general datasets.
The TRBM and CRBM seek to model the structure of the data, but the learning methods
usually employed disregard the causality in its structure. For these models, contrastive
divergence learning seeks to approximately maximize the likelihood of sequences of observed
data (in the case of the TRBM) or the conditional likelihood of the present data given the
past (in the case of the CRBM), without any regard to the underlying dynamics. Naturally,
the method learns a dynamical model of the data, but to explicitly train it do so could result
in better models of the system’s dynamics. We propose a simple method to enforce the
dynamics of the data in the models learnt representations. We achieve this by training the
model as a neural network for prediction, similar to what is done in denoising autoencoders
(Vincent et al., 2010). We refer to this approach as Temporal Autoencoding (TA), which by
itself it does not yield good generative models. However, by initializing the model through
Temporal Autoencoding and then applying contrastive divergence training, one can bias
the structure of the models towards the dynamics of the data, resulting in better generative
performance.
One natural way to measure the quality of a generative model is to take samples from
it and compare them to samples from the dataset. A simple way to quantify the fidelity
of these samples is to provide partial samples from the data where certain dimensions are
left out and then to generate the missing dimensions by sampling from the model. This
approach is generally called filling-in and is particularly well-suited to temporal applications
as we can condition on the observations up to a certain time and fill in the missing frames by
sampling from the model. One can then compare the generated sample to the true data, for
example by taking the mean squared error (MSE)or the Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(MAPE) between them. We will use these measures in a filling-in-frames task to quantify
thhe quality of our models throughout this paper.
Temporal Autoencoding pretraining improves the performance of both generative mod-
els across all datasets considered by as much as 80% with approximately the same training
time those models trained in the conventional manner. These findings hold across differ-
ent modalities of data, such as human motion capture data, and a number of datasets
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taken from the M3 forecasting competition (Makridakis and Hibon, 2000), which encom-
pass yearly, quarterly, monthly and a few unspecified types of temporal data . The fact that
the proposed pretraining betters model performance across datasets for both the CRBM
and TRBM confirms that the method provides a robust improvement in the generative
performance of both RBM models. Furthermore, the performance increase is not limited
to short time-scales, but can be seen to hold even for longer periods of time ranging over
the memory encoded directly by the method.
Autoencoders have recently been cast into a new light by considering them as generative
models (Bengio et al., 2013). Though we do not take that approach here, we firmly believe
that autoencoder training can improve the performance of generative models greatly. This
has been shown for the temporal models considered here, and we expect this to lead to a
significant improvement towards training temporal generative models.
2. Methods
We propose a new pretraining method for both the TRBM and the CRBM, based on a
denoising autoencoder approach through time. To this end we shortly discuss the RBM, the
denoising autoencoder and the temporal models used. Throughout the paper we will denote
the activation of visible layers by v = (v1, v2, . . . , vN ) and the activation of hidden layers by
h = (h1, h2, . . . , hM ), where N is the number of visible units and M the number of hidden
units. In the case of temporal models we will denote the present state of the visible and
hidden layers by vT = (vT1 , v
T
2 , . . . , v
T
N ) and h
T = (hT1 , h
T
2 , . . . , h
T
M ), where T is the number
of delayed units considered, and the subsequential delayed units by vk = (vk1 , v
k
2 , . . . , v
k
N )
and hk = (hk1 , h
k
2 , . . . , h
k
M ), where k ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. The naming convention is shown in
figure 1 for T = 2 delayed units.
2.1. Restricted Boltzmann Machines
Restricted Boltzmann Machines are generative models which assume all-to-all symmetric
connectivity between the visible and hidden variables (see figure 1a) and seek to model the
structure of a given dataset. They are energy-based models, parametrized by a N -by-M -
dimensional weight matrixW, a bias for the visible layer bv = (bv1, b
v
2, . . . , b
v
N ) and a bias for
the hidden layer bh = (bh1 , b
h
2 , . . . , b
h
M ). The energy of a given configuration of activations v
and h is given by
ERBM (v,h|W,b
v ,bh) = −
∑
i,j
Wij vi hj −
∑
i
bvi vi −
∑
j
bhj hj ,
and the probability of a given configuration is given by
P (v,h) = exp
(
−ERBM (v,h|W,b
v ,bh)
)
/Z(W,bv,b
h),
where Z(W,bv,b
h) is the partition function. One noted advantage of the RBM is that
the visible units are independent of each other when conditioned on the hidden units and
vice-versa. This allows for efficient sampling, and for the exact calculation of a number of
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averages. Namely, we can evaluate exactly the conditional distributions
P (vi = 1|h) = σ

∑
j
Wijhj + b
v
i

 ,
and
P (hj = 1|v) = σ
(∑
i
Wijvi + b
h
j
)
,
where σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the sigmoid function.
One can extend the RBM to continuous-valued visible variables by modifying the energy
function, to obtain the Gaussian-binary RBM
ERBM (v,h|W,b
v ,bh, {σ2i }) = −
∑
i,j
1
σ2i
Wij vi hj +
∑
i
(bvi − vi)
2
2σ2i
−
∑
j
bhj hj .
This then leads to the conditional distributions
P (vi|h) = N

∑
j
Wijhj + b
v
i , σ
2
i

 ,
where N (µ, σ2) is the normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 and
P (hj = 1|v) = σ
(∑
i
Wijvi
σ2i
+ bhj
)
.
Often the variances are constrained to have the same value across dimensions, or simply
taken to be constant. To learn them from the data, however, one must take extra care to
deal with vanishingly small variances. Like most statistical models, RBMs can be trained by
maximizing the log likelihood of the data. This, however proves to be intractable even for
the case of the RBM, and we are left with maximizing surrogate functions. The derivative
of the log likelihood of an observed visible state D can be written as
∂ logP (D)
∂θ
= −
〈
∂E
∂θ
∣∣∣∣D
〉
h
+
〈
∂E
∂θ
〉
v,h
,
where θ is any of the parameters of the model. Note that the first term is easy to compute,
but the second one involves averages over the full distribution P (v,h), which is intractable.
RBMs are therefore usually trained through contrastive divergence, which approximately
follows the gradient of the cost function
CDn(W,b
v ,bh) = KL(P0(v|W,b
v ,bh)||P (v|W,bv ,bh))
−KL(Pn(v|W,b
v ,bh)||P (v|W,bv ,bh)),
where P0 is the data distribution, Pn is the distribution of the visible layer after n Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps andKL() is the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Carreira-Perpinan and Hinton,
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2005). The samples from the data distribution are simply taken from the data, whereas the
samples from Pn are taken by running a MCMC for n steps. The function CDn gives an
approximation to maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of the weight matrix W. Further
approximation is still needed, as the CDn cost still involves intractable averages, but it is
generally found that the approximate parameter update given by
∆θ ∝ −
〈
∂ERBM
∂θ
∣∣∣∣D
〉
h
+
〈
∂ERBM
∂θ
〉
n
,
already gives very good results. The weight updates then become
∆Wij ∝
1
σ2i
〈vihj〉0 −
1
σ2i
〈vihj〉n .
In general, n = 1 is already sufficient for practical purposes (Hinton and Salakhutdinov,
2006).
2.2. Autoencoders
Autoencoders are deterministic models with two weight matrices W1 and W2 representing
the flow of data from the visible-to-hidden and hidden-to-visible layers respectively (see
Figure 1b).1 AEs are trained to perform optimal reconstruction of the visible layer, often
by minimizing the mean-squared error (MSE) in a reconstruction task. This is usually
evaluated as follows: Given an activation pattern in the visible layer v, we evaluate the
activation of the hidden layer by hj = σ(
∑
iW
1
ijvi + b
h
j ). These activations are then propa-
gated back to the visible layer through vˆi(vi) = σ(
∑
j W
2
ijhj + b
v
i ) and the weights W
1 and
W2 are trained to minimize the distance measure between the original and reconstructed
visible layers. Therefore, given a set of Q image samples {Dk} we can define the cost func-
tion. For example, using the squared euclidean distance between the original data and the
reconstructed data, vˆk = (vˆ1(Dk), vˆ2(Dk), . . . , vˆN (Dk)), we have the loss function
L(W1,W2,bv,bh|{Dk}) =
1
Q
∑
d
‖Dk − vˆ(Dk)‖
2.
The weights can then be learned through stochastic gradient descent on the cost function.
Autoencoders often yield better representations when trained on corrupted versions of the
original data, performing gradient descent on the distance to the uncorrupted data. This
approach is called a denoising autoencoder (Vincent et al., 2010). Note that in the AE, the
activations of all units are continuous and not binary, and usually take values between 0
and 1.
2.3. Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machine
Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machines (TRBM) are a temporal extension of the stan-
dard RBM whereby connections are included from previous time steps between hidden
layers, from visible to hidden layers and from visible to visible layers. Learning is con-
ducted in the same manner as a normal RBM using contrastive divergence and it has been
1. Often one only uses one matrix and propagates up throught W1 and down through its transpose (W1)⊤
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Figure 1: Described model architectures: a) RBM; b) Autoencoder; c) Temporal RBM and
d) Conditional RBM.
shown that such a model can be used to learn non-linear system evolutions such as the dy-
namics of a ball bouncing in a box (Sutskever and Hinton, 2007). A more restricted version
of this model, discussed in (Sutskever et al., 2008) can be seen in figure 1c and only con-
tains temporal connections between the hidden layers. We restrict ourselves to this model
architecture throughout the paper.
The energy of the model for a given configuration of the visible layers V = {v0, . . . ,vT }
and hidden layers H = {h0, . . . ,hT } is given by
E(H,V|W,B) =
T∑
t=0
ERBM (h
t,vt|W,bv,bh)−
T−1∑
t=0

∑
jk
W
(T−t)
jk h
T
j h
t
k

 , (1)
where we have used B = {bv,bh} and W = {W,W1, . . . ,WT }, where W are the static
weights and W1,W2, . . .WT are the delayed weights for the temporally delayed hidden
layers hT−1,hT−2, . . . ,h0 (see figure 1c). Note that because the hidden layers are coupled,
the expectations in the CD cost can not be simply evaluated as in the RBM, and must be
estimated by MCMC sampling, making training and sampling in this model more difficult.
More specifically note that the conditional distribution P (H|V) is already intractable. A
simple way to deal with this is the so-called filtering approximation, where we sample from
the past hidden layers ignoring the present hidden layer and then sample from the present
hidden layer conditioned on the past.
2.4. Conditional Restricted Boltzmann Machines
One way to overcome the problems of the TRBM has been proposed in the Conditional
Restricted Boltzmann Machines (Taylor et al., 2007). The CRBM has only one hidden
layer, which receives input from all visible layers, past and present. Additionally, the
present visible layer receives input from past visible layers. Unlike the TRBM, only the
present hidden and visible layers are considered to be free, whereas the past visible states
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are conditioned on. The energy of the model can be written as
ECRBM (h
T ,vT |v0, . . . ,vT−1,W,B,P) = ERBM (h
T ,vT |W,bh,b
v)
−
∑T−1
t=0
(∑
ij W
(T−t)
ij v
t
i h
T
j +
∑
il P
(T−t)
il v
t
i v
T
l
)
,
where P = {P0, . . . PT−1} are the visible-to-visible weights. The model architecture can be
seen in Figure 1d. Using this formulation, the hidden layer can still be easily marginalized
over, allowing for more efficient training using contrastive divergence. The CRBM is possibly
the most successful of the temporal RBM models to date and has been shown to both model
and generate data from complex dynamical systems such as human motion capture data
and video textures (Taylor, 2009).
2.5. Temporal Autoencoding Training
The usual CD training for the TRBM and CRBM seeks to maximize the likelihood of the
data observed. This usually works quite well and has been shown to allow the trained models
to reproduce complex temporal data such as video of a bouncing ball or human motion
capture. However, there is one bit of essential information which these training methods
overlook. They ignore that the current time frame has a causal dependence on the previous
frames. If the data comes from a time series it is a natural assumption that the future
states are given by some function of the past states, latent variables and possibly noise. We
seek to explore this property, by explicitly learning a representation which represents these
dynamics.
We do so by treating the hidden layers of the model as an information bottleneck, similar
to what is done in the training of the denoising autoencoder (Vincent et al., 2010). We treat
the past states of the time series up to a number of delays as a noisy representation of the
present state, and propagate the activations through the model, considering it as a neural
network with sigmoidal activation functions and perform gradient descent on the quadratic
error of the reconstructed present state. In this way, we explicitly constrain the model to
represent the dynamic structure of the data.
This essentially amounts to performing supervised learning for reconstruction using the
architectures shown in figure 2. Though the idea behind the training procedure is the same
for both models, the specifics are slightly different and as such we consider them separately
below.
2.5.1. Temporal Autoencoding for the TRBM
Let us first consider the TRBM. The energy of the model is given by equation (1) and is es-
sentially an T -th order autoregressive RBM which is usually trained by standard contrastive
divergence. Here we propose to train it with a novel approach, highlighting the temporal
structure of the stimulus. First, the individual RBM visible-to-hidden weights W are ini-
tialized through contrastive divergence learning with a sparsity constraint on static samples
of the dataset. After that, to ensure that the weights representing the hidden-to-hidden
connections (Wt) encode the dynamic structure of the ensemble, we initialize them by pre-
training in the fashion of a denoising Autoencoder. For that, we consider the model to be a
deterministic Multi-Layer Perceptron with continuous activation in the hidden layers. We
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then consider the T delayed visible layers as features and try to predict the current visible
layer by projecting through the hidden layers. In essence, we are considering the model to
be a feed-forward network, where the delayed visible layers would form the input layer, the
delayed hidden layers would constitute the first hidden layer, the current hidden layer would
be the second hidden layer and the current visible layer would be the output as is pictured in
figure 2. Given sample activations of the visible layers given by Vd = {v
0
d,v
1
d, . . . ,v
T−1
d ,v
T
d },
we can then write the prediction of the network as vˆT (v0d,v
1
d, . . . ,v
T−1
d ;W,B), where the
d index runs over the Q data points. The exact format of this function is described in
algorithm 1. We therefore minimize the reconstruction error given by
L(W,B) =
1
Q
∑
d
∥∥∥vTd − vˆT (v0d,v1d, . . . ,vT−1d ;W,B)∥∥∥2 ,
where the sum over d goes over the entire dataset. After the Temporal Autoencoding
is completed, the whole model (both visible-to-hidden and hidden-to-hidden weights) is
trained together using contrastive divergence (CD) training. A summary of the training
method is described in table 1.
Table 1: Autoencoded TRBM Training Steps
Step Action
1. Static RBM Training Constrain the static weights W using CD on
single frame samples of the training data
2. Temporal Autoencoding Constrain the temporal weights W1 to WT
using a denoising autoencoder on multi-frame
samples of the data
3. Model Finalisation Train all model weights together using CD on
multi-frame samples of the data
2.5.2. Temporal Autoencoding for the CRBM
The procedure is very similar for the CRBM. First the static weights W are initialized
with contrastive divergence training. After that, we reconstruct the present frame from
its past observations by passing it through the hidden layer. The obtained reconstruc-
tion is then a function of the past observations and the matrices W and the biases B, we
can write vˆT (v0d,v
1
d, . . . ,v
T−1
d ;W,B). We then perform stochastic gradient descent on the
reconstrucion error
L(W,B) =
1
Q
∑
d
∥∥∥vTd − vˆT (v0d,v1d, . . . ,vT−1d ;W,B)∥∥∥2 .
After this step is finished we proceed to train the CRBM with normal contrastive divergence
to fine tune the weights for better generation. A summary for the training procedure is
given in table 1 and a complete description of the temporal autoencoding step is given in
algorithm 2.
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Figure 2: TRBM (a) and CRBM (b) temporal autoencoding architectures.
2.5.3. Implementation
Gradient descent on the cost functions explained above involves backpropagation through
the hidden layers. This has been made relatively simple by automatic differentiation pack-
ages such as Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010). We have implemented the temporal autoen-
coding training as a MLP and then proceeded to perform stochastic gradient descent on
the loss using mini-batches.
Algorithm 1 Pre-Training Temporal weights through Autoencoding for the TRBM
Given a learning rate η
for each sequence of data frames I(t− T ), I(t− (T − 1)) . . . , I(t) do
take vT = I(t), . . . ,v0 = I(t− T ) and
for j = 1 to T do
for i = 1 to j do
hT−il = σ(
∑
kWkl v
T−i
k + b
h
l )
end for
hTl = σ(
∑T
j=1
∑
mW
j
lmh
T−j
m + bhl )
vˆTn = σ(
∑
lWnl h
T
l + b
v
n)
ǫ(vT , vˆT ) = |vT − vˆT |2
∆Wd = η ∂ǫ/∂Wd
end for
end for
3. Experiments
We have applied our pretraining method to the CRBM and TRBM using two datasets.
The motion-capture data described in (Taylor et al., 2007) and the M3 competition dataset
(Makridakis and Hibon, 2000). For both datasets we separated the data into a training
and a validation set, then trained our models on the training set and evaluated them on a
filling-in-frames task on the validation set. For all experiments we used a Gaussian-binary
RBM model with variance fixed to 1.
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Algorithm 2 Pre-Training Temporal weights through Autoencoding for the CRBM
Given a learning rate η
for each sequence of data frames I(t− T ), I(t− (T − 1)) . . . , I(t) do
take vT = I(t), . . . ,v0 = I(t− T ) and
for j = 1 to T do
hl = σ(
∑T−1
t=T−j
∑
kW
(T−t)
kl v
t
k + b
h
l )
vˆTi = σ(
∑
lWil hl + b
v
i )
ǫ(vT , vˆT ) = |vT − vˆT |2
∆Wd = η ∂ǫ/∂Wd
end for
end for
3.1. Motion-Capture Data
We assessed the impact of our pretraining method by applying it to the 49 dimensional hu-
man motion capture data described in (Taylor et al., 2007) and using this as a benchmark,
comparing the performance to the models without pretraining.2 All the models were imple-
mented using Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010), have a temporal dependence of 6 frames and
were trained using minibatches of 100 samples for 500 epochs.3 The training time for the
models was approximately equal. Training was performed on the first 2000 samples of the
dataset after which the models were presented with 1000 snippets of the data not included
in training set and required to generate the next frame in the sequence. The generation in
the TRBM is done using the filtering approximation, that is, by taking a sample from the
hidden layers at t−6 through t−1 and then Gibbs sampling from the RBM at time t while
keeping the others fixed as biases. The visible layer at time t is initialized with noise and
we sample for 100 Gibbs steps from the model. The results of a single trial prediction for 4
random dimensions of the dataset can be seen in Figure 3 and the mean squared error and
standard deviations of the model predictions over 100 repetitions of the task can be seen in
Table 2.
The models trained with Temporal Autoencoding significantly outperform their CD-
only trained counterparts. The CRBM shows an improvement of approximately 56%, while
the TRBM shows an improvement of almost 80% on this dataset. The performance can be
further improved by taking the mean of the estimate by sampling from the hidden layer
multiple times and taking the average prediction. This is akin to taking the Bayesian
posterior mean estimator and leads to a further decrease in the MSE of 78% for the CRBM
and 91% for the TRBM relative to straight CD training.
One could argue that the improved performance of the TA pretrained model simply
shows that a deterministic neural network is more well suited to the task at hand. To
make sure that the improvement in performance is due to the interplay of both training
2. In this section we refer to the reduced TRBM model referenced in (Sutskever et al., 2008) with only
hidden-to-hidden temporal connections
3. For the TRBM and CRBM, training epochs were broken up into 100 static pretraining and 400 epochs
for all the temporal weights together. For the TA pretrained models, aTRBM and aCRBM, training
epochs were broken up into 100 static pretraining, 50 Autoencoding epochs per delay and 100 epochs
for all the temporal weights together, totalling to the same number of training epochs (500)
10
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approaches, we have also trained a deterministic multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with the
architecture shown in figure 2. This is shown in the rightmost column in figure 3. As is
shown, this simple deterministic approach outperforms the CD-trained model, but not the
model trained with Temporal Autoencoding.
These improvements also hold for longer time scales if we keep feeding the models pre-
dictions back into the it and let it generate autonomously. The TA pretraining significantly
lowers the prediction error. Even after 6 frames, when all the visible layer frames were
generated by the model, the MSE is still approximately as low or lower than when filling
in one frame from the data without pretraining. The prediction errors for our models are
shown in figure 4.
Time
CRBM
Predicted
True
CRBM (TA) TRBM TRBM (TA) CRBM (TA) TRBM (TA) AE/MLP
MSE 0.40 0.17 1.59 0.32 0.08 0.14 0.32
Single Sample 50 Sample Average Deterministic
Figure 3: The CRBM and TRBM are used to fill in data points from motion capture data
(Taylor et al., 2007) with and without TA pretraining. 4 dimensions of the motion
data are shown along with the their model reconstructions from a single trial (left
group), mean prediction over 50 samples (middle group) and deterministically
(right group).
3.2. M3 Forecasting Competition Data
The motion capture experiments have shown great results for our proposed training method,
but it reflects a lot of structure specific to the origin of the data. To assess how the
method works on a more generalised dataset, we applied it to the datasets of the M3
forecasting competition. The M3 forecasting competition (Makridakis and Hibon, 2000)
pitted forecasting algorithms against one another on 3003 different datasets, ranging from
microeconomical to financial and industrial data. The data are univariate, but through
state augmentation we can use our method to generate predictions for future data points.
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Table 2: Prediction results on the motion capture dataset
Model Architecture and Training MSE (± SD)
TRBM 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 1.59 (± 0.12)
TRBM (TA) 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 0.32 (± 0.03)
TRBM (TA), 50 sample mean 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 0.14 (± 0.03)
CRBM 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 0.40 (± 0.05)
CRBM (TA) 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 0.17 (± 0.02)
CRBM (TA), 50 sample mean 100 hidden units, 6 frame delay 0.08 (± 0.02)
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Figure 4: CRBM, TRBM are used to fill in data points from motion capture data
(Taylor et al., 2007) with and without TA pretraining. The plot shows the evolu-
tion of the MSE after the input is killed and the model is left to generate samples
on its own.
We have done so by taking chunks of 4 observations and used successive chunks as our
multivariate data. With these we have trained the model to generate forecasts.
Figure 5 shows the average performance of our algorithm on the four different kinds of
data. They are separated into yearly, quarterly, monthly and other, the main categories
of the competition. Here we measure the model performance using MAPE as was used
in the competition. Although the datasets are generally small if compared to the usual
unsupervised learning case, our training method still fares relatively well. Furthermore, TA
pretraining continues to show a strong improvement over straight CD learning across the
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board. The robust performance of the TA pretraining on these datasets strongly suggests
our method will generally yield improvements.
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Figure 5: CRBM, TRBM are used to fill in data points from the M3 forecasting competition
with and without TA pretraining. The plot shows the evolution of the MAPE
after the input is killed and the model is left to generate samples on its own. In
all four data categories, the Temporal Autoencoded models out perform those
without TA training
4. Discussion and Future Work
We have introduced a new training method for temporal RBMs we call Temporal Autoen-
coding and have shown that it can achieve a significant performance increase in a filling-
in-frames task across a number of datasets. The gain in performance from our pretraining
holds for both the CRBM and the TRBM, allowing for more efficient training of generative
models.
Our approach combines the supervised approach of backpropagating prediction errors
through the network with the unsupervised approach of Contrastive Divergence learning.
We have also shown that neither method by itself can achieve the performance we achieve
by combining both.
The approach shows significant improvement in the performance of the generative mod-
els, for filling-in-frames as well as for prediction tasks. This is shown to hold across a number
of datasets. In the M3 contest dataset, specifically, the approach is shown to consistently
improve the MAPE in a forecasting task, across a number of different types of data. On
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motion capture data, on the other hand, we were able to improve the MSE of the generative
model by as much as 90% in some cases.
It is our opinion that the approach of autoencoding the temporal dependencies gives the
model a more meaningful temporal representation than is achievable through contrastive
divergence training alone. The TA training seeks to constrain the model to reproduce the
dynamics observed in the data, as such it is not surprising that the improvement in genera-
tion also leads to an improvement in the prediction performance of the models considered.
We believe the inclusion of Autoencoder training in temporal learning tasks will be benefi-
cial in a number of contexts, as it enforces the causal structure of the data on the learned
model.
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